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Welcome to the ALLIANCE’s
annual report for 2019,
which provides a snapshot
of our key achievements and
activities over the last year.
2019 was hugely turbulent from a political perspective, with different
movements competing to make the case for their respective visions
for the future.
Amid this unpredictable external environment, the ALLIANCE
stuck resolutely to pursuing our own vision, with the voices of
people with lived experience remaining the touchstone for our
work throughout the year.
Our ‘Humans of Scotland’ initiative
proved to be a roaring success,
with the 60+ features serving
as a humbling reminder of the
power of personal stories when it
comes to challenging stigma and
breaking down misconceptions.
Bringing together people with lived experience, as we know, is also
a force for holding systems to account and securing improvements
to our support and services. The last year saw the ALLIANCE
work sensitively in relation to the Independent Inquiry into Mental
Health Services in Tayside and the review of Transvaginal Mesh,
supporting individuals who were determined that lessons were
learned from their experience to improve outcomes for others.
Our members continue to be at the core of our work, as a quick
scan of the ALLIANCE website will reveal. Through a plethora of
news items, event listings and opinion pieces, it has been our
pleasure to publicise the sheer breadth of research, campaigning
and innovation that our sector is responsible for driving forward.
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This digital offering has expanded over the last year, with the
development of the ‘ALLIANCE Live’ initiative. To date, we’ve published
over 30 webinars and podcasts
bringing together a wide range of
speakers to share their insight on
the pressing health and social care
issues of the day.
2019 was a landmark year in which
we celebrated the tenth
anniversary of the Self
Management Fund for Scotland. It
has supported hundreds of initiatives over that decade that have
improved the lives of so many and last year was no different, with the
investment of £1.2 million in 53 projects across Scotland.
These achievements and the many more outlined in this report simply
wouldn’t be possible without the commitment of the ALLIANCE’s
members, staff team, and board. Thank you for your continued support
over the previous 12 months. We look forward to working with you
during the year ahead.

Prof Ian Welsh OBE,
Chief Executive, the ALLIANCE

Ruth Dorman,
Chair, the ALLIANCE

ALLIANCE Annual Conference and AGM
Impact: The 3rd Health and Social Care Integration Event

#ImpactConf19
437

Delegates

138

Organisations

Event sponsors: deafscotland
and NHS Health Scotland

24

Exhibitors
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Trending in the UK

20

Workshops

1,957
Tweets

Membership

The ALLIANCE’s membership brings
together an extensive and diverse range of
organisations and people. We all share the
vision of a Scotland where people who are
disabled or living with long term conditions
and unpaid carers have a strong voice and
enjoy their right to live well.

In 2019, we expanded our membership offer and held a wide range of
events for our growing membership network which now comprises
over 2,900 individuals, associates and organisations.

2,900

324
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Total Members*

Standard
Members

Corporate
Members

1,941

211

482

Professional
Associates

Associate
Members

as at February 2020

*
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Individual
Supporters

ALISS continues to help citizens and
professionals
across Scotland find and share
information about the wide range of
organisations, groups, activities and
services in their local communities.
@alissprogramme

The Digital Health and Care
team explored
service design
with the third sector, enabled future
involvement in the National Digital
Platform and expanded the reach of our
Discover Digital events.
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Digital

The ALLIANCE’s work to support change in
health and social care includes exploring
how digital and innovative technologies
can be used to support people’s
health and wellbeing.

Engaement in Europe

ALLIANCE programmes share learning
and influence policy and practice at the
European level.
The ALLIANCE has played a key role in representing
the third sector abroad and these relationships will
continue through EUPATI and the
European Patients Forum after
Brexit.
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Brexit - What Matters
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Humans of Scotland

@IreneOldfather

In the last year we
produced over 60
Humans of Scotland
stories and published
a selection of these in
a book detailing the
lives of people who are
disabled, living with
long term conditions
or providing care.
#HumansOfScotland
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I was touched by
the candid nature of
the different pieces.
First Minister Nicola
Sturgeon MSP
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People and Networks

Our programmes aim to bring together the voices
of disabled people, people living with long term
conditions and unpaid carers to inform health and
social care policy and practice.
Dementia Carer Voices (now Carer Voices)
reached 200,000 people across 950 talks and
gathered 28,000 ‘What Matters to You?’ pledges
to make a difference. We held a Concert for Caring,
marked 10 years of the Charter of Rights and
shared our work at home and abroad.
@ALLIANCECarerVo
Social Care
Health and Scotland
Alliance
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Tayside The ALLIANCE supported public involvement
in the Independent Inquiry into Mental Health Services
in Tayside. Over 23 workshops, we gathered views from
more than 200 people who use mental health services
and their families and carers.

My Life,
My Experience
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Transvaginal Mesh We engaged with 46 women across
Scotland to capture the lived experience of complications
following transvaginal mesh surgery. The ‘My Life,
My Experience’ report was submitted to Scottish
Government to inform policy and practice.
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The Health and Social Care
Academy 2019 was a busy and
successful year for the Health and
Social Care Academy in our goal to
influence positive and significant change
across health and
@HandSCAcademy
social care in Scotland.
Partnership towards
third sector
improvement The
team has been working
with the third sector to
explore the evidence
and co-produce an educational
offer on Quality Improvement.

“Best informative
conference I have
attended for years and I
have been at many.”
Participant at Impact:
the 3nd Health
and Social Care
Integration event

Frailty Our innovative
Frailty Matters 2-year
research project helps
organisations build
capability to provide and
sustain high quality care and support
for people in the community who are
living with frailty.
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ALLIANCE Live
Using a range of digital
content including
podcasts, webinars
and video #ALLIANCELive puts a
spotlight on emerging issues, good
practice and innovation taking place
within health and social care.
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publication ‘Integration in Action’.
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We Need to Talk About Integration
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Health and Social Care Integration

The ALLIANCE runs several programmes
that encourage and support Scotland’s
health and social care services to put
people at the centre.
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Self-directed Support In 2019 @ALLIANCEScot
and @SDSScot heard about people’s experiences
of social care and Self Directed Support through
engagement in the ‘My Support, My Choice’ research.
Scotland’s House
of Care continues to
support people living with
long term conditions to
be in the driving seat of
their care and support. This person
centred approach is now practiced
in 10% of General Practice teams in
Scotland and is this is set to rise.
@HoCScot

Links Worker Programme
This year we have grown… 31
Community Links Practitioners
are now making
connections and
differences to
people’s lives in GP
practices across
Glasgow.
I am employed by
the Health and
Social Care Alliance
(Scotland). I can
help you to address
any issues that
you feel may be affecting
your health
and wellbeing. It’s
helpful for me to
access your medical
record. I am held
to the same confiden
tiality standards
as your GP, nurse
and wider primary
care team. I can discuss
this with you
further. If you change
your mind about
me accessing your
medical record at
any
time then please let
me, your GP, nurse
or receptionist know.
This won’t change
how I continue to
work with you.

#MakesLinks
Links Worker DL
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Policy into Practice

Our policy team worked with members and
partners to influence Government policy on
social security, food and fuel policy and primary
care. We also raised members concerns about
Brexit's influence on health and social care and
produced a General Election 2019 manifesto.
Getting to Know Getting it
Right for Every Child
This year the GIRFEC
team revised our
resources to reflect
that core components
of GIRFEC will be
implemented through
policy, not legislation. We held two
consultation events and delivered
25 events across Scotland to
promote the wellbeing of children
and young people.

Human Rights
This year the
ALLIANCE
continued our
work on human rights and
equalities, including convening
the SNAP Health and Social
Care Action Group with NHS
Health Scotland helping develop
SNAP2 with many partners, and
progressing human rights budget
work with the Scottish Human
Rights Commission.

Sensory
We are working
closely with Scottish
Government to
support the See Hear Strategy, which
currently engages over a million
people across Scotland. The work
supports and enables people living
with Visual Impairment, d/Deafness,
Deafblindness and Multi-Sensory
Impairments. Communication,
information, mobility and agency are
at the heart of our thinking.

Social Security
The ALLIANCE team have been
busy this year working with
members and partners including
the Scottish Government and
Social Enterprise Scotland to
ensure that Scotland’s new
social security system works for
and with the people who’ll be
accessing it, including disabled
people, people living with long
term conditions and unpaid
carers.

An Easy Rea
d guide to…

January 2020

Neurological Programme
The ALLIANCE’s Neurological Programme is represented on a number
of groups and uses lived experience to influence policy and services.
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The Self Management Programme supported front line
health and social care staff to embed self management
approaches in their work through Self Management Reflective
Practice workshops. We also worked in partnership with libraries
to improve people’s health and wellbeing literacy.

Self Management
The Self Management Fund
Network Scotland
supported 42 existing projects
reached over 700 members and invested
nationally and held
a further
Getting
Health and Social Care
marketplace The
£1.2
million,
Alliance Scotland
Best
the ALLIANCE)
sessions
withOf
support
Out
Venlaw Building
349 Bath Street
sharing Employment
from the
Glasgow
learning and William Grant
G2 4AA
Tel: 0141 404 0231
creating
Foundation,
www.myskillsmywork.org
networking into 53 new
links. We
projects. We
supported trialled an
regional
innovative reporting process and
networks
welcomed a new Fund Manager to
to share learning locally.
lead exciting developments in 2020.
29/05/2018
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Self Managem

My Skills,
My Strengths, My Right to
My
Workskills
worked with members to influence
approaches to increase the employment
of disabled people in the public sector,
My
strengthened
links between employability
work
and self management and continued to build
employability relationships.

My
skills

My
strengths

Living and working well
with long term conditions

@SelfMgmtScot
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My
strengths

My
work
Living and working well
with long term conditions

Self Management and Co-Production Hub

The Self Management and Co-production Hub
contributes to the delivery of health
and social care integration and transformation of
primary care.

Accounts

Statement of
Financial Activities
30 June 2019 Headline figures
Incoming Resources

£

Grant to support operational costs
Sponsorship
Membership events and conference income
Grants to redistribute
Investment income
Other income

3,104,749
13,250
242,918
0
60,075
24,260
3,445,252

Resources Expended

£

Costs of generating voluntary income
Charitable activities costs
Governance costs
Support costs

670,764
3,123,884
36,056
244,708
4,075,412

Net Income/(outgoing) resources
Balance brought forward

630,160
7,434,221

Balance carried forward

6,804,061

Full accounts can be viewed in the online annual report at
www.alliance-scotland.org.uk
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About the ALLIANCE
The Health and Social Care Alliance Scotland (the ALLIANCE) is the
national third sector intermediary for a range of health and social care
organisations. We bring together over 2,900 members, including
a large network of national and local third sector organisations,
associates in the statutory and private sectors and individuals.
Our vision is for a Scotland where people of all ages who are disabled or
living with long term conditions, and unpaid carers, have a strong voice
and enjoy their right to live well, as equal and active citizens, free from
discrimination, with support and services that put them at the centre.

The ALLIANCE has three core aims; we seek to:
Ensure people are at the centre, that their voices, expertise
and rights drive policy and sit at the heart of design,
delivery and improvement of support and services.
Support transformational change, towards approaches that work with
individual and community assets, helping people to stay well, supporting
human rights, self management, co-production and independent living.
Champion and support the third sector as a vital strategic and delivery
partner and foster better cross-sector understanding and partnership.

The Health and Social Care Alliance Scotland
(the ALLIANCE), Venlaw Building,
349 Bath Street, Glasgow G2 4AA
0141 404 0231
info@alliance-scotland.org.uk
@ALLIANCEScot

www.alliance-scotland.org.uk
Health and Social Care Alliance Scotland is a company registered by guarantee.
The ALLIANCE is supported by a grant from the Scottish Government.
Registered in Scotland No.307731. Charity number SC037475.

